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Background
Organisations operating at multiple levels of the physical activity
and outdoor recreation ecosystem in Ireland collect data
pertaining to recreational trail use, yet despite its potential utility,
there is no centralised surveillance system for Irish walking trails.
Due to the little effort to collate data, recreational walking trail
usage in Ireland during the COVID-19 pandemic is unknown.
The aims of this study are twofold. Firstly, this study aims to
compare trends in footfall count data on Irish trails prior to, and
during, the period following the outbreak of COVID-19.
Secondly, this study aims to triangulate findings from footfall
count data with openly available mobility data.
Methods
This descriptive study analysed changes in footfall counts
gathered from passive infrared sensors on 33 of Ireland’s
walking trails between January 2019 and December 2020. The
relationship between Google Community Mobility Report
(GCMR) data and footfall counts was analysed to corroborate
trends in footfall data.
Results
Overall, total footfall increased by 6% (p = 0.024) between
2019 and 2020 on trails included in this analysis. Notably,
mean trail usage was between 26% and 47% higher (p = 0.002)
in October-December 2020 than during the same period in
2019. On average, trails >2km from an urban area had higher
footfall during all periods of movement restrictions.
Conclusions
The conclusions of this study are twofold. Firstly, recreational
walking trail use increased during the COVID-19 pandemic,
especially on trails closer to urban areas. The increase reported here
poses questions relating to the potential positive legacy which the
pandemic period may have had on recreational trail use. Secondly,
combining multiple data sources can provide trail managers with
more detailed representations of trail usage. However, there are
currently little efforts to harmonise data. Future research should
examine the multi-level determinants of trail use to inform context
specific trail promotion campaigns. Furthermore, investigating
novel ways to coordinate heterogeneous datasets pertaining
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Background
According to a socio-ecological perspective, the neighbourhood
environment plays a critical role in promoting physical activity

across all population groups. A comprehensive assessment of
environmental characteristics is a prerequisite to the planning,
implementation and evaluation of physical activity interventions.
This work aims to identify existing audit tools for the assessment
of physical activity related environmental features in order to
evaluate a) their applicability in the European context and b) their
relevance in the urban and rural context.
Methods
Within the research project EUBeKo[1] we searched relevant
websites (e. g. Active Living Research) and scientific databases
(e. g. PubMed) in order to identify existing audit instruments.
We then developed a categorization system for the integration
of the topics and items retrieved from the identified tools. To
reveal context-relevant strengths and weaknesses, we critically
inspected the instruments with the support of the current
scientific evidence and literature regarding eligibility to the
European context and rural/urban applicability.
Results
We identified 29 audit tools focusing on different topics and
features influencing physical activity (e. g. infrastructure,
barriers). Some also include aspects of the social environment
(e. g. presence of people) or the subjective perception (e. g.
walkability, aesthetics). We found that numerous tools contain
aspects of the socio-ecological environment reflected on the
item level that do not conform with European environmental
characteristics (e. g. street signage, types of destinations).
Furthermore, we identified an unequal distribution with few
tools being developed explicitly for the rural context (n = 3).
Conclusions
It is challenging to rate the applicability and relevance of
audit tools. We were able to develop a comprehensive
categorization system that can assist researchers and practi-
tioners in the selection of a suitable set of items for an
optimized assessment of European physical activity environ-
ments. In addition, our work points out the need for an
instrument reflecting urban and specifically rural peculiarities
of the European context.

1. The main purpose of the research project EUBeKo is to
understand and systemize decision and implementation
processes of policies and projects aiming to promote
physical activity in the context of the built environment.
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Background
Physical activity is essential for public health. Newer device-
based measures can identify different activity behaviors, which
is useful to focus future health promotion initiatives. The
objectives of this study were to describe time spend cycling,
running, walking, standing, sitting, and lying during a regular
day using accelerometers, and to describe differences between
age-groups and gender.
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